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Spiritual Renewal:
Unexpected Learnings

HEADLINES
All eyes on Scotland

Ally Horine

News Co-Editor

Scottish independence polls have closed,
and the world is now awaiting the results
of the much anticipated referendum that
will decide the U.K.’s future. Page 3

The Haak family

Sustaining a
philosophy
Budget cuts compromise Taylor’s sustainability policy.

Residents of the Haak participate in Taylor’s
first Living Learning Community. Page 4

Much more than
just “Wit”

Taylor Theatre starts its season in tremendous form with powerful play “Wit.” Page 6

Third-culture kid:
Catholic edition

It is time to consider denominations
as a whole in Christianity. Page 7

Football upsets No.
17 Saint Ambrose

Defense shines in opening win. Page 8
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Today

73°
51°

Saturday
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62°

Sunday
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Effectiveness of sustainablity
mission is questioned
Julia Oller

News Co-Editor

When senior Matt Rossi thinks
about sustainability at Taylor, the first
thing that comes to mind is hand dryers, followed closely by Euler and its
geothermal system.
“I don’t think about lifestyle habits,”
Rossi said.
Taylor’s widely publicized sustainability efforts, such as Euler’s LEED Gold certification and wind turbines, are governed
by a little-known document called the
Energy and Sustainability Policy.
Passed in 2011, the policy stated its
goal regarding sustainable practices
is “to establish energy conservation
and efficiency as important issues for
the entire Taylor community.” Suggested methods for achieving this

Special Events Committee
brings students together
Staff Writer

@TheEcho_Taylor
@TheEcho_Sports
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Taylor’s ability to carry out the
practical steps to sustainability laid
out in the policy has been hampered
due to budget cuts in the wake of a $1
million shortfall.
In July 2010, Kevin Crosby was hired
as Taylor’s first and only sustainability coordinator to discover ways the
university could increase sustainability and save on utilities such as electricity and water. His position was cut
at the end of the 2014 spring semester.

Dances and more
Lexie V. Owen

FOLLOW US

mandate include reducing electricity,
natural gas and water usage in order
to assist the university in improving
its impact on the environment in addition to lowering utility costs.
This article marks The Echo’s first in
a series examining Taylor’s sustainability policy and its implementation. Future articles will address sustainability
on a practical and personal level.

Before students can dance in the
moonlight, a new cabinet will spend
many late nights planning special
events. The Special Events Committee, or SEC, a new Taylor Student
Organization cabinet, will focus on
organizing student dances, along
with other small celebrations.
After the success of last year’s
events, which included the masquerade ball and the rave, TSO decided to create a cabinet dedicated
to planning and brainstorming social
events to bring the student body together. The cabinet currently has seven members.
“The TSO Executive Cabinet was
planning the dances in the past,” SEC
president and sophomore Danielle
Spoutz said. “While it was a lot of fun,
it was time consuming, so they added
another cabinet to take it over.”
“You can expect the fall dance and
the dance in the spring, per usual,”
committee member and senior Callie Taff said. “But we’re hoping to also
have a couple of surprises for people
in there somewhere!”
Being involved in SEC requires both
creative and organizational skills. The
committee meets once a week to discuss new ideas. Researching themes

and visiting prospective venues are
also on the agenda.
“We logistically plan the dances
and other (social) events and work
behind the scenes to make them a
reality,” Spoutz said. “We plan everything from decorations to venue
to activities.”
According to Spoutz, event ideas
are incubating, but the fall dance
is the focus right now. Currently, SEC is currently putting together

Photograph by Katelyn S. Irons

Ron Sutherland, vice president for
business administration, said that
while Crosby’s work set standards
in place that continue to save Taylor money, the decreased budget demanded costs be cut.
“We were trying to keep the tuition
increase down to a 2 to 2.5 percent
range, and so we had to make some
difficult choices,” Sutherland said.
Before Crosby’s role was terminated, only one other Christian college,
Messiah in Mechanicsburg, Pa., had a
sustainability coordinator.
Michael Guebert, chair of the Earth
and Environmental Science Department, said that while creating the
position made Taylor a leader in
sustainability, the university is now
losing ground. Although the policy
contains good ideas, they are not being applied.
Philosophy continues on page 2

advertisements and Airband commercials for the upcoming event on
September 26.
“Our most recent meetings have
been brimming with excitement as
we have begun to put our ideas into
real plans for our first event this fall,”
junior committee member Maggie
Williamson said. “We are extremely
excited about the progress we have
made so far in organizing that event,
and students can be looking to find
out more information on what to expect at Airband.”
SEC will focus on creating other
events designed to engage the student

Sunday 9/21 (Seniors Only)
My Story: an alumni series
Rediger Chapel 8:15 p.m.
Monday 9/22
Chapel 10 a.m.
Evening Session
Rediger Chapel 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday 9/23
Evening Session
Rediger Chapel 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday 9/24
Final Session
Chapel 10 a.m.
body in fun and interactive social experiences. This year’s committee
hopes to set the tone for future years
and create new traditions at Taylor
through providing new outlets for
students to come together.
“We aim to be an extension of the
already-existing intentional community at Taylor, while also adding another meaningful dimension to the
culture here on campus,” said Williamson. “Our hope is that the dances
and events we plan will provide opportunities for students to connect
with each other in unique and meaningful ways.”

SEC Council plans to implement dances during the school year.

GROCERIES • MEATS • PRODUCE • VIDEO
RENTALS
Helium Balloons!
Greeting Cards!
Housewares!
Gift Cards!
Dollar Deals!
Postage Stamps!
General Merchandise!

Taylor alumna Heather Larson returns to campus this week as the fall
Spiritual Renewal speaker. After graduation, she worked with the American
Red Cross (ARC) in Chicago initiatives
and national disasters. Through her
work with the ARC, she realized how
influential the church was in creating
sustainable and lasting social change.
She joined the staff of Willow Creek, a
Chicago-area megachurch, and now
participates in a community of believers who serve the world’s needs.
As the director of compassion and
justice, Heather helped develop and
implement Willow Creek’s HIV/Aids
and Africa initiative. Her most recent
project included opening a new Willow Creek Care Center, which provides groceries, clothing and other
items to people in need.
Heather currently serves as the executive pastor for Willow, providing
church-wide leadership with a focus on compassion and justice. Her
theme for the week is “Unexpected
Learnings: what God teaches us from
the unlikeliest of places.”
Listed below is a schedule of events
for the week:
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44 oz.

Fountain
Pop

79 ¢

Coffee! Cappuccino! Slushies!
Snacks! Ice! Ice Cream!
Candy! Snacks!

80 EAST BERRY, UPLAND (765) 998-1111 • OPEN 8 AM-9 PM • 7 DAYS A WEEK
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Student Senate seeks to make a bigger impact
on campus this year.
Now in session

September 19, 2014

TOP FIVE NEWS EVENTS OF THE WEEK

Ukrainian president pleads
with US for military aid
foxnews.com

Congress propose sale of over
the counter birth control
bbcnews.com

Royal and Ancient Golf Club Votes to
Admit Women
nytimes.com

New evacuations ordered as
California wildfire doubles in size
reuters.com
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France to strike ISIL in
Iraq but not Syria
aljazeera.com

Philosophy continued from page 1

“A policy’s only as good as its implementation and enforcement, and
it’s not being enforced,” Guebert said.
“Taylor University set themselves
apart distinctively by hiring a fulltime sustainability coordinator. With
the trend in higher education that
more universities are hiring sustainability coordinators, the university is
becoming distinct by not having one.”
Crosby said that while he believes the
university is committed to pursuing sustainable practices, Taylor can do an even
better job of stewarding its resources.
“There’s no sugarcoating the fact
that the loss of the sustainability coordinator was a blow,” he said. “There’s
still so much room to improve.”
Others have taken on Crosby’s responsibilities. Sutherland and Director of Facilities Services Greg Eley are
now in charge of sustainability within
Taylor’s buildings.
While monitoring facilities was a
major part of Crosby’s job, another
aspect was educating students on
the advantages of sustainable living.
A large part of encouraging behavioral change was overseeing the Sustainability Assistants (SAs), students
who promote on-campus sustainability through events such as the annual
energy competition last spring.
The Earth and Environmental Science Department hired first-year
Master of Arts and Higher Education
(MAHE) student Elise Wetherell last
spring to heighten the impact of the
SAs across campus this year. She is
assuming some of Crosby’s responsibility as an advocate for sustainable
living among students, such as taking shorter showers and turning off

computers at night.
According to Guebert, Wetherell is
indispensable in keeping campus sustainability alive.
“If we didn’t have her, we would
have next to nothing,” Guebert said.
Guebert and Sutherland agreed getting students involved is the key to
maintaining sustainable practices and
reducing energy usage. For instance,
last semester the SAs drafted and
signed a water bottle ban to remove all
plastic water bottles in The Grille and at
tailgates. Sutherland said Taylor will seriously consider implementing the ban.
“Ultimately, for sustainability to
be successful, we all have to own it,”
Sutherland said.
Taylor also measures sustainability’s usefulness in terms of the money
it can save.
“For sustainability to be effective,
it also has to affect cost and bottom
line,” Sutherland said.
Guebert said that while he can appreciate assessing sustainability on its
financial merits, he would like to see
even more institutional commitment
to sustainable buildings and practices.
“I understand this approach, but I
wish we would go just a little further
and say, ‘If it’s important, we’ll do it,’”
Guebert said. “Important is not always measured by dollars.”
Regardless of green buildings or
bottle bans, Sutherland, Guebert and
Crosby agreed sustainability ultimately
comes down to personal commitment.
“Environmental concerns are not
going away,” Crosby said. “When students leave the Taylor bubble, it’s one
of those things they’re going to have
to deal with for the rest of their lives.”

Now in session
Student Senate wants
to hear your voice
Ally Horine

News Co-Editor

Introductions are in order. Meet Student Senate. Out of 11 cabinets composing Taylor Student Organization
(TSO), Student Senate hopes to get to
know you. Your hopes. Your dreams.
Your needs.
According to Student Senate president and junior Courtney Selle, Student Senate (SS) is a collective body
of individuals who represent their
respective residence halls for the
purpose of intermediating between
students and faculty on relevant campus issues. Students interested in becoming senators run in the spring.
Each dorm uses Tower to choose the
candidates that would represent it
best. Every hall has a specific number of senators appointed.
Through SS, students are able to
communicate directly with Taylor administration. “We really are lucky to
have faculty, staff and administrators
that truly care about how the students
feel and are genuinely concerned for the
well being of student life,” said senator
and junior Charlie Richert.
One way SS hopes to facilitate communication is by allowing students to
express their suggestions through a

campus email monitored by senators.
SS is also creating a Facebook group
where it will solicit student input on
various issues.
Another goal of SS is to form new
committees to take care of larger issues. These committees include a food

Good news!
The Echo is now
available in more
locations around
campus.

New locations:

◉◉ Rupp Atrium: distribution rack
outside the Communication
Office
◉◉ Library: distribution rack outside library entrance
◉◉ Euler: distribution rack on wall
opposite of the dean’s office

Other locations

◉◉ D.C.: stacks near register
◉◉ Rediger: stacks at bottom of
staircases
◉◉ Rupp: distribution rack outside
of J-lab
◉◉ Student Union: distribution rack
◉◉ Reade distribution rack near
southeast entrance
◉◉ Nussbaum: distribution rack
near entrance to first floor
hallway

Photogrpah by Katelyn S. Irons

The turbines are one example of Taylor’s sustainability efforts.

committee, a technology committee
and a campus relations committee.
Each of these seeks to improve the student experience and hopes to be a fluid channel of communication between
students and the university.
While all committees have a different goal and senators serve different
dorms, the central goal remains: they
want everyone to feel heard.
“We really want to make sure that
students are satisfied with how things

are running, and we really want to do
our best for the people we represent,”
Richert said.
Though SS has been around for
a while, few people are aware of it.
Through its new initiatives and committees, SS hopes to change that this year.
“My biggest goal for Senate is to
be more known around campus. We
are here as a tool for the students,”
Paku said.
Senators are excited for this year

and for how they can serve the student body. They hope to facilitate good
communication and produce positive
change on campus.
“The best part of being on Student
Senate is being in-the-know about major campus news and events,” senator
and junior Davis Wetherell said. “We
are not secret-keepers, so if you want
to know what is happening on campus, be sure to talk to your Student Senate representative.”

Photograph by Mindy Wildman

2014 Student Senate seeks to have a lasting impact.

In The Loop
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

8:30 p.m.
Wit Opens

4-6 p.m.

Women’s Soccer vs.
Trinity

7-8 p.m.,
“White Linen” Faculty
Music Recital

10 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
Spiritual Renewal Begins Spiritual Renewal
Session

MITCHELL THEATRE

TROJAN STADIUM

RECITAL HALL

REDIGER CHAPEL

REDIGER CHAPEL

Wednesday Thursday
10 a.m.
Spiritual Renewal
Chapel

Begins at 5 p.m.
24 @ Taylor Visit Day

REDIGER CHAPEL
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“For Scotland, secession would be a
catastrophe. It would end up in a
Balkanization process that nobody in
Europe wants right now.”
All eyes on Scotland
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All eyes on Scotland
The world awaits results from
Scotland’s independence
vote as polls close
Joe Friedrichsen
World & National Editor

Scotland’s voters have taken to the
polls and cast their ballots in a landmark referendum that will determine
whether Scotland remains part of the
United Kingdom.
The results of the referendum were
announced early this morning, following The Echo’s publishing deadline. Voters answered “Yes” or “No”
to the referendum question: “Should
Scotland be an independent country?”
As of 11 p.m. EDT, The Guardian was
predicting a 55 percent “No” vote and
a 45 percent “Yes” vote, with five of
the country’s 32 councils reporting.
From the remote highlands and islands to the big cities of Edinburgh
and Glasgow, CNN reported more

than 4.2 million people are registered
to vote. This marks Scotland’s largest
electorate and nearly 90 percent of
voters participated, according to The
Guardian. Some stations saw queues
even before the polls opened at 7 a.m.
local time.
On Wednesday, three different
opinion polls showed Scottish unionists being 4 percentage points ahead
of secessionists at 52 percent compared to 48 percent.
“It is very tight,” John Curtice, professor of politics at Strathclyde University and one of Scotland’s premier
pollsters, told the Scotsman newspaper. “At the moment, it looks as if the
‘yes’ campaign is going to fall agonizingly short from their perspective. But
I have always said this is the ‘no’ campaign’s to lose, and it certainly looks
as if they have got pretty close to that.”
Alex Salmond, First Minister of
Scotland and head of the independence movement, told BBC Radio 4’s

Today program that the referendum
campaign was one of the most exhilarating in Western Europe and was
assuming nothing about the result.
Around the world, many countries
are hoping for a “no” vote against independence from the U.K. Reuters
reported that states do not want a
contagious precedent of state fragmentation to be set should Scotland secede.
Spain’s government warned
Wednesday that fellow European
Union (EU) members are not in favor of a “yes” vote on Scottish independence, reported The Telegraph.
Spain also said a new Scottish state
could not expect a quick readmission
to the bloc.
Spanish Prime Minister Mariano
Rajoy said any region to break away
would automatically be deprived
of EU benefits as well as membership. Rajoy declined to comment on
whether Spain would exercise a veto
on admitting an independent Scotland to the EU.
In response to a parliamentary
question, Spain’s foreign minister

Senate passes ISIL bill
US House and Senate
passed bills to train and arm
moderate Syrian rebels

House’s equivalent of the bill, according to Senate.gov. On Wednesday, the House of Representatives
approved its equivalent of the legislation, which means the measure now
Joe Friedrichsen
goes to Obama to sign into law, reported clerk.house.gov.
World & National Editor
According to the New York Times,
The U.S. Senate passed a bill approv- Obama pushed hard for the training
ing President Obama’s plan to train measure of the bill, which was tucked
and arm moderate Syrian rebels to into a larger Senate bill to keep the
battle Islamic State militants, a major government funded past Sept. 30.
part of his military campaign to fight Leaders of both parties favored this
the extremist group.
political maneuver, because it enThe Senate voted 78-22 on Thurs- sured as few defections as possible.
day in a bipartisan show of support
Light resistance was encounthat followed the passage of the tered by 10 Senate Democrats and 12

Republicans who voted “no” on the
bill with some objections about including a war vote in a spending bill.
Other senators worried engaging with Syrian rebels would lead to
broader involvement in Iraq or Syria’s civil war, Reuters reported. They
also believed any arms given to Syrian rebels might fall into the wrong
hands and end up being used against
U.S. forces or their allies.
“We must now defend ourselves
from these barbarous jihadists, but
let’s not compound the problem by
arming feckless rebels in Syria who
seem to be merely a pit stop for weapons that are really on their way to ISIS,”

José Manuel García-Margallo said,
“For Scotland, secession would be a
catastrophe. It would end up in a Balkanization process that nobody in Europe wants right now.”
Scotland’s referendum further encouraged leaders of Catalonia (an
autonomous region within Spain)
to call for Madrid to allow a similar
vote in November on whether the
eastern region should stay in Spain.
However, García-Margallo said such
a move would breach the country’s constitution.
Salmond, referring to Spain’s opposition to automatic Scottish entry to
the EU, said Scotland had 1 percent of
the EU’s population, but 20 percent of
its fish stocks, 25 percent of renewable energy and 60 percent of oil resources, the BBC reported. Salmond
also responded to critics who believe
Scotland would not be welcomed into
the EU should it secede. He said that
his critics didn’t understand Europe’s
acceptance of democratic results and
that Scotland has much to contribute
to the bloc.
The U.S. favors the U.K. remaining

FRIDAY

Photo provided by NBC.com

Scottish voter places poll card in his pouch.

intact. “The U.K. is an extraordinary
partner for America and a force for
good in an unstable world. I hope it
remains strong, robust and united,”
President Obama tweeted Wednesday, according to the Telegraph.

The Los Angeles Times reported
that Obama maintains he doesn’t
need authorization from Congress
to launch airstrikes against Islamic
State militants. However, Obama said
he wanted a congressional “buy-in” to
his strategy to send a message of unity to allies and enemies abroad.
Photo provided by wikicommons user: Gage
Obama praised Congress ThursCongress passes bill to
day for backing his administration’s
confront ISIL in Syria
plan to arm Syrian rebels, Reuters
said Kentucky Senator Rand Paul, a reported.
leading Republican skeptical of for“I believe we are strongest as a naeign military involvement.
tion when the President and ConModerate Syrian rebels have been gress work together,” Obama said.
fighting a three-year civil war seeking
Obama also announced France
to oust Syrian President Bashar al As- would join in airstrikes against Issad, who has held onto power despite lamic State, bringing the number of
the rise of the Islamic State group countries in the anti-ISIL coalition to
(ISIL or ISIS) and a long covert U.S. over 40.
effort to back the moderate fighters.

Azusa Pacific Seminary
Azusa Paciﬁc Seminary at Azusa Paciﬁc University trains men and women for practical, effective
ministry in the Church and in the world.
Featured programs

Jim Burns, Ph.D.

Author / Speaker / Scholar

M.A. in Transformational Urban Leadership (MATUL)

Doug Fields, M.Div.
Author / Youth Leader

M.A. in Youth Ministry (MAYM)

Prepare for leadership roles to improve opportunities for the
world’s 1.3 billion urban poor.

This program prepares men and women for the specialized ﬁeld
of youth and family ministry.

•

•

Learn
from leading experts such as Jim Burns
and Doug Fields.

•

Choose
from online courses and one-week summer
intensives, or a traditional classroom setting.

Choose
from two options:
Spend one semester in downtown Los Angeles
followed by two years overseas.
Spend the entire program in downtown L.A.

•

Live,
serve, and learn in urban poor communities.

•

Learn
to effect spiritual, social, and economic change.

•

Enhance
your education through a combination of academics
and experience.

Additional programs

Doctor of Ministry (D.Min.) I Master of Divinity (M.Div.)
Master of Arts in Pastoral Studies I Master of Arts (Theological Studies)

Apply today!

Visit apu.edu/seminary/, email gradadmissions@apu.edu, or call (626) 815-4564.
16350
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Family of students are
the first living-learning
community in the Haak
Lexi V. Owen
Staff Writer

Taylor introduced a new educational program this year in the Haak.
What used to be a housing option
for seniors is now something much
more intentional. However, few students know about the Haak residents’
program.
“Contrary to popular belief that it
is a bunch of hippies who sit around
drinking coffee (and) solving the
world’s problems, it is a structured
program known as a living learning
community,” Haak resident senior
John Leman said. “Then again, we
do drink a lot of coffee.”
Living learning communities are
popular on college campuses. A select group of students live together
and work with faculty members to
further engage with a topic. Topics
vary annually and from campus to
campus. Taylor’s program, The Village Tree Experience, is an in-depth
study of the plight of orphans and vulnerable children.
“We’re taking education a few steps
further than most people get to,” Haak
resident junior Ryan Ericson said. “Instead of stopping at the classroom
and lecture level—when you leave
the room you’re done—we’re taking
it back home. We live together, we eat
together, we learn and work with each
other and we care about each other.”
Ten students are participating
in the community this year: Leman, Ericson, seniors Melinda Patterson and Emilee Murphy, juniors
Taylor Hughes, Taylor Temple, Julia Nellessen and Katie DeHaan,
and sophomores Alex Stokes and

Sarah McLeester.
Following acceptance into the program, the participants took a twoweek summer course on caring for
orphans and vulnerable children.
Afterward, they went their separate
ways to take practicums in the field.
Some worked in a boarding school
in Honduras or an orphanage in India. Others remained in the states to
work with the Indianapolis Shepherd
Community Center or the Ft. Wayne
Clubhouse school program. During
the school year, they will conduct individual research projects related to
their topic.
“Now, as the year continues, we’re
trying to figure out what it looks like
to apply our passion for loving and
helping those children to our everyday lives,” Ericson said. “We’re figuring that out as a group, and that’s the
fun part.”
Ideas for a program like this on
Taylor’s campus have been simmering for some time. Faculty members
Jennifer, Director of The Village Tree
Experience, and Scott Moeschberger, Associate Professor of Psychology, who are both passionate about the
Biblical mandate to care for widows
and orphans, organized the Village
Tree Experience.
“We’ve taken Taylor students
abroad and worked with vulnerable
children in several contexts,” Jennifer Moeschberger said. “There are lot
of ministries that work in this field,
but not much university presence in
terms of scholarship. It’s important
for Taylor to have a niche in this area
to develop. I’d like to see Taylor develop some leadership and get to the
point where we’re actively involved
in research.”
The Moeschbergers envisioned a
program to help students connect
with the topic and gain knowledge

The Jumping Bean: brewing up
new changes and old favorites
Paige Williams
Staff Writer

Your favorite college coffee house
is up and running. This year at The
Jumping Bean, you’ll see new snacks,
new beverages and new faces.
Jacob Drake and Steve Mortley
have been the owners of The Jumping
Bean for the past eight years and
expect another busy year.
Although students’ first week
of school lacked daily doses of
caffeine, The Jumping Bean’s new
improvements are worth the wait.
“It’s about always continuing to
be better, to be learning more as a
staff and as individuals on the staff,
pushing ourselves to be better at
our craft,” said barista and junior
Taylor Hughes.
With five returning staff members
and seven new members, the staff
looks forward to a great year at
The Bean.
“We’ve been talking about this year
as a learning year as baristas learning
more about coffee and just becoming
more familiar with it so that we can
share that to the Taylor community,”
said junior Sophie Welch.

The Bean is currently brewing
coffee from the Abbey Coffee Co.,
located in Marion, Ind. It made this
transition last year and is excited to
continue this relationship.
Another exciting change for The
Jumping Bean is the upcoming
launch of their website. You’ll be able
to find out more about The Bean and
place orders for catering.
A community atmosphere has
always been a focus for The Bean
staff.
“The Bean is a gathering place,”
Hughes said. “It’s like a community
fixture at Taylor . . . That’s a real thing
for us and for our staff. The Bean is
sort of a home base where they have
made relationships and hang out
with people where there are a lot of
memories and a lot of history and
that’s what’s really beautiful about
The Bean.”
Although there have been a few
changes in The Jumping Bean this
year, we can assure you that the things
you love about The Bean will always
be there: quality coffee and great
people in a charming atmosphere.

Junior Shayna Balting provides freindly service at The Bean

Photograph by Paige Williams

of how it relates to their individual
disciplines and callings.
“We have a variety of majors,” Scott
Moeschberger said. “You don’t have
to be psychology or social work.
Students come from a variety of
perspectives.”
The 10 students who are currently
involved range in major from communication to economics.

“ It is a sincere place,” Leman
said. “We have cried together,
we laugh together all too
often, and we are ourselves
openly and entirely.””

“All of us come from different majors,” DeHaan said. “It’s a very broad
thing. You can be called to any vocation and still fulfill this calling.”
Some, like DeHaan, intentionally
pursued the opportunity. Others, like
Leman, stumbled upon the program
when searching for housing options.
But all have discovered a calling they
are passionate to pursue.
“Although I was never especially
passionate about caring for children
in the past, I have always wanted to
give a voice to the vulnerable,” Ericson said. “And who’s more vulnerable
than an orphan? I’ve seen their faces
up close and I know the issue now. I
can’t help but love them, and I want
to learn how to do that better. Discovering that alongside other students
who want to do the same thing is so
exciting to me.”
According to Jennifer, the Moeschbergers couldn’t be more impressed
with the passionate, participating students.
“It has proven to be one of the best

decisions I have made during my college career,” Leman said.
The students became passionate
about each other as well as their topic. A common word they used to describe the Haak was “home.”
“It is a sincere place,” Leman said.
“We have cried together, we laugh together all too often and we are ourselves openly and entirely.”
DeHaan couldn’t agree more.
“When I come back to the Haak, I
feel like I’m coming home to my family,” she said.
Both the Moeschbergers and their
students hope The Village Tree Experience will be permanently planted
on campus.
There will be an informational
meeting about the new orphans and
vulnerable children minor and The
Village Tree Experience on Sept. 29
at 4:30 p.m., location TBA.

Photograph provided by Sarah Mcleester

Ten students live in the Haak, and together they explore issues related to orphans and vulnerable children.

The Weekly Nugget
The best bathrooms
on campus
Will Severns
Staff Writer

“If I want to be alone, some place I
can write, I can read, I can pray, I can
cry, I can do whatever I want—I go to
the bathroom.” –Alicia Keys
When do I pray the hardest?
While using The Grille urinal, praying no one walks up beside me. Am
I wrong, fellas? Stage fright is something I do not normally struggle
with, but for the love of elephant
ears, it is plain uncomfortable. I
know many guys who will go out of
their way to avoid such an experience. Ladies, I admit I have never
used a Taylor women’s bathroom,
but I am sure you all have a favorite location as well. We have slaved
over extensive research here at
The Nugget to compile never-before-seen bathroom analysis. Your
Weekly Nugget: the best bathroom
on campus.
“Do not ye yet understand, that
whatsoever entereth in at the
mouth goeth into the belly, and is
cast out into the draught?” Matthew
15:17 (KJV)
Ahhhh yes. The draught. But
which one to use?
Now in context, Jesus uses this
analogy to explain an important
parable to Peter and his disciples.
And Jesus uses said analogy because
every human being can relate to it
I am not going Captain-Underpants-potty-humor on you guys.
The past two WN’s have been serious and near to my heart. But I
would be doing a disservice to you
the reader if I did not cover all aspects of daily campus life. This topic
relates to us all, and in the same way
I care about the five-minute phone
call and calling others by name, I
care about that two- to eight-minute respite.
I caught up with senior Stephen

Gearhart, who said, “Euler basement has the best bathroom because there’s a shower, and it’s
fairly private.”
I was intrigued until sophomore
Jordy Roberts rocked my mind.
“That’s easy,” said Roberts, “The
one in the basement of the admissions office for four reasons;
quiet, hand lotion, peaceful, PAPER TOWELS.”
Paper towels raise an interesting
opinion, which we will talk more
about soon.
My assistant here at The Nugget—
we will call him Roommate—and I
devised this debacle into three grading criteria: proximity, privacy, peeple friendly.
The new prayer chapel scored
high on proximity and privacy, but
then Roommate made a great point.
“You are hit with a pungent stench
right when you walk in,” Roommate said.
His statement may seem obvious
but is completely valid.
Gearhart made a great point as
you cannot go wrong with any Euler
bathroom, especially the basement
and top floor. Yet, due to proximity
and the fact Euler is an intimidating building in the first place, it is
not ideal.
The DC ranked off the charts in
proximity, but because of pre-meal
traffic jams, privacy took a big hit.
BUT WAIT. What about the lower level DC bathroom? Roommate again
comes through in the clutch.
“Sometimes that one door locks
you from re-entering,” he said, “and I
feel convicted when the DC workers
stare me down afterwards.”
Do not even talk to me about the
chapel bathroom. It’s Grand Central
Station in there.
This brings us to the KSAC. Relative privacy if you can find it (precisely). And then we meet our old
friend paper towels. I love saving
energy as much as the next student.
You know what else I love?

Drying my hands off while carrying on a heart-felt conversation.
Because of paper towels, the KSAC
and Admissions score high on peeple friendliness. However, as expected, proximity knocks both out
of consideration.
Now, the moment we have all
been waiting for.
Third Place: Rupp Communications. You have multiple stalls
to choose from. Relative privacy.
It would score higher on peeple
friendly, if the sinks were somewhat
enjoyable to use.
Second Place: Basement of Metcalf. Exceptional proximity. Outstanding privacy. The long stairs
down and minimal stall selection
knocked peeple friendliness down
just enough to miss our number one
bathroom on campus . . .
First Place: Basement of Zondervan Library. This bathroom provides perfect centrality on campus.
Research shows most people choose
the upstairs bathroom (probably
until now). Need I mention you
decide when it flushes? And with
a few different stall options, this
hidden gem takes home the porcelain trophy.
There you have it ladies and gentlemen. We at The Nugget hope this
article has been useful, or maybe we
can agree to disagree. But in the
words of Charmin:
We all go. Why not enjoy the go?
Note: We did not include dorm
bathrooms because we all know
there is no place like home.
Will Severns is a senior from Prairie Village, Kansas. When he was in
preschool he would hit his teacher
if he did not like that day’s snack.

“Do not even talk to me about
the chapel bathroom. It’s Grand
Central Station in there”

Back on the home front in Matthews, the
community rallied around the family as they
dealt with the highs and lows of the process.
A Hope Worth Waiting For
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Jen McKim discovers
the meaning of faith and
perseverance through
the adoption of her three
Ugandan daughters
Gracie Fairfax
Staff Writer

Three young Ugandan girls jumping
around in the snow may not be a typical sight in Matthews, Ind. But for the
McKim family, this was a day they had
waited for years to see.
Jen McKim, the new office assistant
at Taylor University Press, dreamed of
adopting ever since she was in junior
high. It wasn’t until McKim was pregnant with her third son that she began doing some research and praying
about adoption.
“I don’t know why I started thinking of Uganda,” McKim said. “I had
never known anyone from there, I
had never been there, but I just really had a heart for Uganda. A couple of
months into our process, our agency
called and said, ‘Hey, Uganda is wanting to start up a pilot adoption program for people outside of Uganda.
Would you guys be willing to be a pilot family for their programs?’”
The agency sent them a package
with 12 or 13 pictures of children who
had been found in a rock quarry.
“Our agency’s social worker in
Uganda had found this rock quarry
outside of the capital city of Kampala,” McKim said. “There were just
hundreds of people working and living in this rock quarry. There were all
of these children just sitting on top
of all these piles of rocks with makeshift hammers kind of just beating big
boulders into little tiny stones.”
At that point, they took their cares
to the Lord as they made the difficult
decision about how many children
they would adopt. After considering
how many children they could realistically support, they hit the final number of three.
Over the four-year adoption process, McKim visited Uganda four
times. After about two-and-a-half
years, the McKim family received
guardianship over three little girls.
But yet again, their faith was tested.
“I was with them in the hotel room.
. . . (We) had all their bags packed to

Photography provided by Jen McKim

come home to America, and the embassy called and said they had been
investigating our Ugandan social
worker, and they had found out that
all the paperwork he had submitted
was fraudulent,” McKim said.
Consequently, the McKims weren’t
able to get visas for the girls, and
the girls couldn’t go back to a foster
home, because they now had parents.
In order to continue normal life with
their three kids in the States while
still fighting for the adoption, the
family rented an apartment in Uganda and hired live-in nannies to care
for their daughters, all while they
were living in America.
“So essentially, we had to start over
with everything and go through the
process again,” McKim said.
They thought about giving up several times. Living on a schoolteacher’s
salary while trying to support three
kids and continuing the adoption
process became a burden both emotionally and financially.
“We had fallen in love with the girls
already, and I had lived with them for
a summer,” McKim said. “They called

me Mom. At that point, they’re our
children. . . No matter what, it was
just going to be like ‘Okay, we can’t
give up on them.’”
Her experience spurred McKim to
help start a nonprofit organization to

“At this point, everyone was so
invested in the story and the
girls without even knowing them,”
McKim said. “Who’s ever heard
of a small little public school
raising money for an adoption?”
assist female quarry-workers. This
organization led her to discover the
birth mothers of the girls they were
hoping to adopt.
“We were told that they were full
orphans; we didn’t even know that
they had families—and I’m so glad it
happened this way, or we would not
have found that out. . . . I would’ve
been devastated to know that they
had birth families who didn’t even
know what was going on at the time,”

McKim said.
The McKims were determined to
finish the adoption. They decided to
educate the birth mothers on adoption and hired a lawyer to talk about
the adoption process with them.
Above all, they earned the mothers’
trust, which ultimately resulted in the
mothers’ consent.
Back on the home front in Matthews, the community rallied around
the family as they dealt with the highs
and lows of the process. When they
initially received guardianship of the
girls, the students at Eastbrook North
Elementary secretly put together a
penny drive to raise money for the
family—coming out of it with a couple thousand dollars.
“At this point, everyone was so
invested in the story and the girls
without even knowing them,” McKim said. “Who’s ever heard of a small
little public school raising money for
an adoption?”
When the long-awaited day came
for McKim to pick up the girls from
Uganda, the teachers at Eastbrook
sent along binders for the girls with

Humans of Upland

“My class let out 20 minutes early, so now
I get to sit outside and sketch!”
Ashley Rudd, senior

Photograph by Paige Williams

pictures of their classmates and classrooms to give them a glimpse of the
life that awaited them.
“We had this whole army of people
behind us, supporting us along the
way just wanting to be a part of it. It
was really great,” McKim said.
The day came for the girls to come
home—this time it was real. Their
sun-kissed skin met the snow as they
squealed with joy.
It was December 21. They were just
in time for Christmas.
Almost four years later, as they enjoy life in the states with their new
family, the McKims have gained a
deeper understanding of what it
means to wait on the Lord.

#TaylorU’s

TOP

TWEETS
Lexie V. Owen @
 LexieVOwen
The class of 2015 made it into
#airband! So excited to be
participating my last year at
#TaylorU

Grace Foltz @GFoltzinator
Prof: “Would Jesus tweet? Why
would he tweet? Why wouldnt
he tweet?? Let’s discuss.”
#tayloru

Echograms #TaylorU

Olivia Jessup @OliviaAJessup
@heardontheloop “I’m a Jew.
You’re a Gentile. It’s ﬁne.”
#tayloru #what
Doug Keeling @Doug_Keeling
Let it be shouted across the
harvested cornﬁelds of Upland.
I am the new Phu9bs. It is an
honor. #LTB #tayloru
Eric Castiglia @EricCastiglia
Self-control goes out the
window when it comes to chips
and queso #tayloru
Sullivan Finlay @hugebluemonster
Too bad TUCAN doesn’t give
you free Fruit Loops for using it.
#tayloru

@gelenbaas518 : These are the nights we will remember. #TaylorU

@halestik: fog this morning #tayloru #fog #pretty

Audrey Estelle @aud_estelle
Nothing like the sweet, sweet
sound of Breakfast at Tiﬀany’s
being sung by a large group of
ridiculously clad men. #broho
#tayloru

A&E

“It’s really important to demonstrate
good musicianship both in terms
of proficiency and accuracy and
emotional connectedness to music.”
A musical journey through Europe
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‘Death, thou shalt die’
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Tracy Manning plays Dr. Vivian Bearing in “Wit.”

Taylor Theatre shines in “Wit”
David Seaman
A&E Editor

Death. It haunts us, hangs over
us. We fear confronting it, accepting it. The concept takes on
many meanings.
Is death a period, ending life
as we have experienced it forever? Is it a comma, representing
just a brief pause before we enter another life? Or is it a semicolon, an ending to the sentence
of life before continuing to the
next chapter?
Death and punctuation hang
over “Wit,” the Pulitzer Prize-winning play by Margaret Edson.
Taylor Theatre’s 2014-15 season
opener depicts the final hours of
a cancer-ridden English professor. Under the tight direction of
English professor Joe Ricke, this
integration of humanity, loss, pain
and, yes, wit, runs for a brisk two
hours. But its impression on viewers will last much longer.
University English professor Dr.
Vivian Bearing specializes in the
Renaissance poetry of John Donne. She has dedicated her entire
life to exploring the concept of wit
in poems such as Donne’s sonnet

“Death Be Not Proud.” But the analyzer becomes the one analyzed
when she is diagnosed with stage
IV ovarian cancer.
As Bearing goes through medical tests and rounds of treatment,
Bearing addresses the audience,
allowing it to see the flashbacks
that shaped her cold, researching point of view. Through relaying the facts, she slowly begins to

see the humanity that was absent
from her life, shown through the
kindness of caretakers. Bearing
witnesses how her impersonal actions unknowingly and darkly affected a former pupil, now one of
her caretakers.
Director of Theatre Tracy Manning transforms herself into the
character of Dr. Bearing. Manning convincingly conveys the

Manning delivers a monologue in “Wit”

A musical journey through Europe
Conor Angell and Luke Tyler
perform faculty recital
Lexie V. Owen
Staff Writer

arrogance and sense of superiority Bearing possesses at the beginning of the play and effectively
peels back the layers to reveal a
more relatable soul.
A solid cast of students fill roles
as hospital staff and students.
Other leads include Ryan Maloney (‘13), Master of Higher Arts in
Education student Hannah Adderley and professor of mathematics
Matt DeLong.
Maloney’s turn as clinical fellow
Jason Posner creates an interesting parallel with Bearing’s character. He is a young man rising in the
ranks like a young Bearing once
did. Their conversations reveal
the play’s central themes. Adderley balances Posner’s intellectualism with kindness as nurse Susie,
providing the opposite viewpoint
of humanity over reason.
If Bearing and Posner’s discussions are the most stimulating of
the play, the conversations between Bearing and Susie are the
most poignant. Music professor
Patricia Robertson also provides
comfort as Bearing’s former professor E.M. Ashford, and DeLong
is solid as the intellectual Dr.
Kellekian.
The set greatly enhances the
mood of the play. Baby blue and
white bathe the hospital room,
creating a calm yet sterile environment. It is both warm and cold,
inviting and repelling. The set is
deceptively simple. Artificial hospital lights, usually absent from
most productions of the play, are
added to great effect here.
Lights, colors, props . . . every
item acts like another character in
the play. Every time Bearing lies on
a hospital bed, she is humbled. She
seems vulnerable and small compared to what is coming. Each
monologue on the bed becomes
more and more painful.
Despite heavy subject matter,
the play makes time for humor.
Manning has good lines. “ The

Get ready to embark on an inspiring journey across European music
history. Assistant Professor of Music Conor Angell and faculty accompanist Luke Tyler proudly introduce
their newest musical ensemble “To
the Distant Beloved.”

The program includes 11 German
pieces and 15 Irish folksongs. The
German set will include Beethoven’s
“An Die Ferne Geliebte” (“To the Distant Beloved”), the first song cycle in
the history of music. It also includes
selected works from the early 20th

Luke Tyler and Conor Angell perform an Irish and German repertoire.
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century by Richard Strauss. Translations for German pieces will be provided. Irish songs will be performed
in English.
Though the program includes
a variety of pacing, all selections
are threaded together by a common theme.
“I like, if possible, to be able to
have a theme for the recital,” said Angell, who selected the songs. “They
fit roughly into a broad theme: to the
distant beloved. I found that in the
Strauss, too. . . . That’s also a thread
through the Irish repertoire. There’s
a lot of hurt and separation in a lot
of the Irish narrative.”
Tyler readily agreed to participate
because of the special challenges
presented to him as a pianist.
“I was excited when I heard he was
going to do the Beethoven set,” Tyler said. “It’s significant since it’s one
of the first pieces to usher in the romantic era of music and art. It’s really a joy as a pianist because it has
some very beautiful piano music.”
After only six rehearsals together,
Angell and Tyler performed the program at Anderson University on Sunday. They will also perform in Fort
Wayne in October. Both are excited
to present the music on their home
turf this weekend.
“ It ’s re a l ly i m p o r t a n t t o
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attention was good for the first
five minutes,” Bearing laments
about her examinations. “Now I
know how poems feel.”
But it’s the progression from dry,
reasoning wit to painful declarations of emotion that drive the

Baby blue and white bathe
the hospital room, creating a
calm yet sterile environment.
It is both warm and cold,
inviting and repelling. The
set is deceptively simple.
play. Bearing needs proper punctuation for death and life to understand them, just like the right
punctuation is needed to interpret
Donne’s poems.
For all the plays on words, for
all the discussions on the meaning
of wit, Bearing cannot hide from
the fact death looms. The theme
is common and surprisingly simple: We want greater meaning in
the things of life, and we expect
deep philosophical musings—except sometimes the most affecting
themes are the simplest.
Knowledge that death is a simple concept and not an abstract
one is necessary. Death should not
be proud because life is fully lived
before it intrudes. For human beings, in all their humanity, are only
at a pause, a comma.
Death has ended one life, but an
even fuller one is about to begin.
It’s simple. But death, in all its
cold, conceptual facts and complexity . . . death shall eventually
and truly die. Period.
“ Wit” premiered last night and
will run Friday and Saturday at 8
p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m. All tickets are $7 and can be purchased
at the theater box office located in
Rupp. Proceeds benefit the Jason
Francis Memorial Scholarship.

Photograph by Shannon Smagala

demonstrate good musicianship both
in terms of proficiency and accuracy and emotional connectedness to
music,” Tyler said. “Students go onstage and have to get evaluated. At
least we show them that we do what
we preach. We don’t just spout facts.”
Angell appreciates the positive history of student engagement
and would like to see it continue.

They fit roughly into a broad
theme: to the distant beloved.
I found that in the Strauss,
too. . . . That’s also a thread
through the Irish repertoire.
He hopes this year’s music recitals
will be well-attended by community members.
“I think the recital medium is
something we’re not used to in our
culture,” Angell said. “It’s important
to cultivate a young audience for the
arts. There are ways of presenting it
that appeal to audiences of all ages.
I’m still fairly young, and I love classical music. That’s my hope: for students to discover it.”
“To the Distant Beloved” will be
performed tonight at 7:30 p.m. in
the Recital Hall. There is no admission charge.

OPINIONS

Pardon my personification, but the unused
university-owned land mocks Sammy
drivers who cannot find a spot in the Sammy,
Swallow or Wolgemuth lots.
Parking woes plague north side
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Third world culture: Catholic edition

Don’t define yourself by
denomination but try all out
Sarah Calkins
Contributor

When we think culture, it’s usually defined by geography. The people of Brazil have a different civilization than
England, which has a different culture than Zimbabwe.
But what about religion? Don’t
Presbyterians have a unique religious
culture, as do people who attend nondenominational churches? Don’t Lutherans have a religious culture that
contrasts with that of Seventh Day
Adventists? Some denominations
have different holidays, different emphases, different songs—but what is
often overlooked is that they are all
Christian. Embracing the differences of these cultures allows us to step
outside of our norms and see that
the church truly is wide-ranging, diverse and beautiful. What happens,
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though, when these cultures collide within the same person? Where
do you fit in? What happens when
you’re a third-culture kid within your
own religion?
Growing up, I was full-on Roman
Catholic. At week two, I was baptized.
Second grade brought my First Communion and first Reconciliation. I attended CCD (Catholic Sunday School)
until eighth grade—the year I got confirmed. When confirmation time arrived, I decided to leave the Catholic
church and join the Methodist church
with my mom. I continued to attend
Methodist churches until I came to
Taylor in 2012. For all those years
between eighth grade and Taylor, I
didn’t consider myself a Catholic. I
was 100 percent Evangelical Protestant (or so I thought).
When I came to Taylor, however, everything changed. J-term and spring
semester of my freshman year were
some of the hardest times of my life
because, as I grew in my faith/theology and as a person, I started to realize just how “Catholic” I really was.
I missed the absolutely beautiful traditions I grew up with. I found myself
sneaking to Stations of the Cross services at Upland parishes during Lent.
I missed the beauty of communion,
the mindful cleansing of Holy Water
and the sweet smell of incense.
I rode a fence between Methodism

and Catholicism and I thought I had
to choose a side. I then had to answer
one of the most basic questions one
can ask oneself: who am I?
Honestly, I was terrified. I felt like I
didn’t belong anywhere—a nomad. I
felt like I was in purgatory (Catholic
humor)—not Catholic and not Evangelical Protestant. I didn’t fit in anymore with the Evangelical community
I had chosen to be a part of since I
joined the Methodist church. I chose
to be a part of this community, didn’t
I? I didn’t want to be Catholic anymore . . . right?
My torment came from a mindset that I couldn’t be both. What
I couldn’t understand, and what I
didn’t understand for a long time,
was that I was and could be both. I
have Evangelical beliefs, but I have
Catholic beliefs, too. I love worship
in Chapel, but I also love the splendor and reverence of Mass. I can be
and am both. I fit within Christianity—just nowadays, I happen to be
more Catholic than anything else.
One of the tremendous beauties of
the human race is how different we
all are. Cultures adds to the masterpiece of mankind. The same thing
goes for Christianity. I have come to
embrace the fact that all of the different cultures within Christianity are
okay, and they make our Christian
family spectacular.

Photograph provided by Flickr user Michael D Beckwith

Differences between denominations are what make Christianity beautiful.

Whether you’re religiously monocultural, a third-culture kid or a nomad in search of a home, go explore
the diversity of Christianity. Embrace
the beauty of other cultures within
our faith. If you were raised nondenominational, then try out a Greek
Orthodox service. If you were raised
Lutheran, go to Kingdom Life one
Sunday. Learning from other people’s

cultures will not only open your mind
to the Body of Christ, but might also
teach you about yourself.
Non-denominational, then try out a
Greek Orthodox service. If you were
raised Lutheran, maybe try to go to
Kingdom Life one Sunday. Learning from other people’s cultures will
not only open your mind to what the
Body of Christ looks like but might
also teach you about yourself.

the perpetrators.
The challenge to stop bullying has
to start somewhere. I know you are
thinking, “What can I do?” There are
Teaching Christ’s love
online. The man shouted, “Leave many options for us as students, facme alone” and “What I do?” before ulty and staff at Taylor. We can engreatly impacts bullying
he was body-slammed, punched and courage stronger participation in
Adam Kelly
kicked. The man’s stepmother said he programs like ReaLife, where volunthought these boys were his friends. teers hang out with kids, enforce a no
Opinions Editor
Another incident involved a 15-year- bullying policy and teach how bullyBullying isn’t something new. It hasn’t old with autism who asked for help ing can hurt each person in a different
started recently, and it continues to in performing the challenge. Instead, way. Planning a national campaign
make headlines across the U.S.
teens dumped urine, feces and spit to teach students more about bullyA couple weeks ago, two major on him instead of ice water. The boy’s ing could be a great way to emphasize
headlines about bullying have popped mother said she found a video of the the importance.
up. In the first, teenagers beat up a occurrence on his phone. The inciThe impact personal interaction
man in Delaware with a neurodegen- dent garnered attention from celeb- between college students and eleerative disease. The attackers filmed rities like Drew Carey, who offered to mentary kids is powerful. Making
the beating and posted the video donate $10,000 as a reward for finding kids sit through hours of lectures isn’t

the way to teach students about bullying. No kid has the attention span or
cares enough to sit for hours listening
to a presentation. We have to make
the idea personal, show how it can
affect each kid and each family. There
needs to be an emphasis on what
causes students to bully and why
they prey on people who are weaker
or have a disability. It may start with
the bully, whether he was bullied by
family or not shown the love all people deserve.
Bullying must be stopped. More
needs to be done to show Christ’s love
to all kids. Let’s take the message of
Christ to all and teach everyone to
love their neighbors as themselves.

Parking woes plague north side

or Wolgemuth lots. If more parking
is not an option for this year, then it
should be soon after. The empty lot is
a viable option for more parking, and
it would be a slap in the face to Sammy residents if the university put anything other than a parking lot there.
Here are three realistic recommendations which could be implemented
this weekend: First, let students park
in the grass. If Taylor is not willing to
make it a parking lot this year, then
let us pretend it is one.
Second, paint in the “joker” spots
at the ends of rows where guys already park in the Sammy lot and remove the unnecessary reserved spots.
Two parking spots could be added in
the middle of the lot, and one could
be added on the far right end. Also,
there are five reserved spots, and we
only need to reserve three, as far as I
know. Five spots is a relatively small
addition, but if a new parking lot is
not an option, then we must do whatever we can to add spots.
Third, allow us to park on the
streets throughout the night. This
permits a few drivers to be right outside their residence hall. I’m not sure
why those spots are only open until 2
a.m., but it’s frustrating to see them
empty night after night when parking
spots are in such high demand.
In conclusion, I encourage students
to talk with their Student Senate Representative if they come up with helpful and constructive ideas.
campaigns to put an end to it. We
at Taylor can show love to all kids
and take action to make sure bullying
does stop. Let’s make the idea personal to each person and make an impact.

Love for all children

lot. I am grateful for what the university has in store for students, but success in one area does not mean we
Sammy, Wolgie, Campbell
Regardless, here I am, writing my are incapable of improving another.
thoughts
to you. If you are looking for
Third, I understand this discussion
and Swallow residents
500
words
of
ranting,
you
will
be
discan
easily turn into complaining. Taysuffer parking shortage
appointed. I am attempting to be as lor students have little ground to comDavis Wetherell
balanced as possible, because nobody plain about parking because many
likes a whiny opinion.
other university students at state
Contributor
Before I start, I must acknowledge schools are lucky if they park within a
Yes, I am aware this is talked about ev- three important things. First, I live in mile of their residence hall. However,
ery year, and it never changes. Maybe Sammy so my experience with park- this does not mean we should avoid
this past summer I got my hopes up. ing naturally deals with my side of improving our community simply
Maybe it’s just the anxiety stemming campus (sorry Wengatz, Olson, Gerig, because Taylor has a comparatively
better situation than another school.
from seeing crowded parking lots be- Breu, English . . . and the Haak).
fore Thanksgiving mixed with the anSecond, I am aware the university My hope for this article is not to comticipation of the freezing cold winter has certain financial priorities much plain about parking, but rather to ofaround the corner.
higher on its list than a new parking fer reasonable recommendations for
how to improve the situation.
Four dorms are involved in the issue, and I have listed them here with
their number of residents and number of parking spots available: Sammy (270 residents, 84 parking spots);
Swallow (52, 73); Wolgemuth (100, 14);
and Campbell (62, 21). Students from
each dorm may also park in the lot
behind the campus post office which
provides an extra 82 spots. In total,
484 students are sharing 274 parking spots.
As you can see, the ratio of parking spots to drivers is quite lopsided.
If our goal was to bridge the gap between number of students and number of spots, then building a parking
lot in the empty grass lot (just north
of the existing Sammy parking lot)
would be the ideal option.
Pardon my personification, but
the unused university-owned land
mocks Sammy drivers who cannot
Photograph by Mindy Wildman
Parking on campus is an ongoing difficulty.
find a spot in the Sammy, Swallow

Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to Adam_Kelly@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5 p.m. Please
keep the word count to 500-700 words.
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With only one goal scored over the course of
the match, it was evident that neither team
would relent.
Men’s soccer one goal short
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Football upsets No. 17 Saint Ambrose
A huge defencive
effort held Bees to 13 in
home opener win
Chris Yingling
Sports Editor

The Taylor football team won its
home opener in style on Saturday,
overcoming No. 17 Saint Ambrose
23-13.
The victory moves Taylor to 4-0 in its last
four home openers and 2-1 on the season.
Taylor’s dominance started early as senior safety Taylor Borst pressured Saint
Ambrose’s quarterback out of the back
of the end zone, forcing a first quarter
safety. Just 10 minutes later, the offense
put up its first score of the day as senior
quarterback Jonathan Keith found senior receiver Griffin Lowe for a touchdown. The score placed the Trojans up
9-0 heading into halftime.
The offensive dominance picked up right
where it left off after halftime. After surrendering a first possession SAU touchdown,
Keith found junior tight end Hans Lundberg
for a score on the ensuing possession, giving the Trojans a 16-7 lead into the fourth.

An SAU fumble at the end of the third
quarter lent Taylor the opportunity to control the game early. As the fourth quarter
started, Keith scrambled into the end zone
for a score to give the Trojans a 16-point
cushion with 12:38 to go in the game.
Taylor gave up an SAU touchdown late
in the fourth quarter, but junior Michael
Miller came up with the ball on an onside kick to ice the game.
Keith handled most of the quarterbacking for the Trojans against Saint
Ambrose and performed well for the
second week in a row. He finished 22 of
29 for 236 passing yards and two passing touchdowns. He also added a fourth
quarter score on the ground.
Junior receiver Shawn Lashbrook led the
Trojans with 80 receiving yards in his first
game back from injury. Lundberg made a
receiving impact despite a clubbed hand,
bringing in six catches for 49 yards and a
score. Lowe caught three balls for 43 yards
and found the end zone once.
The Trojans enjoyed a great defensive
game against a good SAU offense. Taylor
forced three SAU turnovers along with a
first quarter safety. The defense was constantly pressuring the quarterback, finishing the game with 10 quarterback hits
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Senior Devin Moore (14) kicks the ball

Chris Yingling
Sports Editor

The Taylor men’s soccer team fell to
the Madonna Crusaders Wednesday
night by a 1-0 deficit.
Heading into the match, Taylor had
a 4-2 record while being undefeated
on its home turf. But a lone Madonna
goal in the 24th minute gave the Trojans its first home loss of the season.
With only one goal scored over the
course of the match, it was evident
that neither team would relent. The
Trojans never lost their fight in the
grudge match, but a few mistakes
kept them from coming out on top.
Senior Danny Cawley is well aware of
what went wrong.
“It was a tough game, and we knew
it was going to be since Madonna is
a good, well-organized team,” Cawley
said. “We didn’t quite execute when

WEEKLY PREVIEW
Football
Schedule

9/20 Butler (A) 6:30 P.M.
9/27 William Penn (A) 2:00 P.M.
10/11 Concordia (A) 1:00 P.M.
10/18 Robert Morris 1:00 P.M.

Photograph provided by Josh Adams

Women’s Soccer
Schedule

9/20 Trinity Christian 4:00 P.M.
9/27 Bethel (A) 3:00 P.M.
9/30 Marian 7:00 P.M.
10/4 Goshen (A) 7:00 P.M.

Men’s Soccer
Schedule

Photograph by Josh Adams

Junior Michael Miller (11) hauls in a pass in Saturday’s game

along with four sacks.
Junior safety Adam Sauder paced the
Trojans on defense, logging nine tackles, an interception, a forced fumble and
a game-changing quarterback hit that resulted in an interception from junior Tyler
Mills. Sauder’s efforts earned him MSFA Mideast League Defensive Player of the Week.
“Our coaches prepare us very well before the games and help us to be in the
right spot at the right time,” Sauder said.
“I played with a chip on my shoulder and

Men’s soccer one goal short
The soccer team dropped
their first game at home
against Madonna

8
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it came down to it. We were late to first
and second balls, and it cost us tonight.
But we have a great team spirit, and we
will pick ourselves up for the next game.”
Taylor struggled to find open shots
on goal as Madonna was stalwart defensively. Though the Trojans managed eight shots total, they were
unable to complete the extra pass
needed to find the back of the net.
Senior captain Devin Moore knows
the outcome of their offensive opportunities was not enough.
“We did very well to build possession and find attacking opportunities,” Moore said. “But the last pass
wasn’t there for us. There is no ‘good
enough’ in college soccer.”
With Madonna’s goal put aside, the
Trojans’ rugged defense kept Taylor in
a position to stay in the game. Defensively, Taylor allowed only six shots
in the match. Although the Trojans

hit everything that moved.”
Sophomore punter Brandon Haan
was also recognized by the MSFA as Special Teams Player of the Week. Haan was
able to pin SAU behind the 20-yard line
on four of his 10 punts. He was able to
stick the Bees at their own 1-yard line on
two consecutive punts in the first quarter, with the first leading to the safety.
Taylor travels to Butler on Saturday to
take on the Bulldogs in Indianapolis with
kickoff at 6:30 p.m.
played well as a whole, junior Josh
Beachler noticed what was missing.
“The team as a whole had a slow
start,” Beachler said. “The energy level wasn’t high enough, and we weren’t
keeping the ball like we normally do,
so it was a rough start all in all. It
led to them getting scoring chances
and eventually capitalizing on one of
them, which unfortunately was the
difference in the game.”
While the Trojans came out slow,
their energy and fight picked up in the
second half. The defensive battle for the
ball escalated as play became rougher. Tensions flared as yellow cards grew
contagious for the Madonna Crusaders.
Though rough play loomed, Taylor kept
calm and competed.
“It did get a bit chippy at points in
the game but that happens often,”
Moore said. “We can’t let that affect
how we play. When we play at the level we are capable of, it will take much
more than a chippy game to beat us.”
Taylor (4-3) will have a week off before it hits the field next Wednesday

9/24 Lawrence Tech 7:00 P.M.
9/27 Bethel 7:00 P.M.
10/1 Marian (A) 7:00 P.M.
10/4 Goshen 7:00 P.M.

Women’s Golf
Schedule

9/26 Saint Francis Invitational
9/27 Saint Francis Invitational
10/11 MVNU Cougar Classic

Men’s Golf
Schedule

10/6 Arnie’s Intercollegiate Invitational
10/7 Arnie’s Intercollegiate Invitational
10/11 MVNU Cougar Classic

Women’s Tennis
Schedule

9/20 Indiana Wesleyan (A) 11:00 A.M.
9/20 Anderson (A) 4:30 P.M.
9/23 Bethel (A) 1:00 P.M.
9/26 Davenport (A) 4:00 P.M.

Men’s Tennis
Schedule

9/20 Indiana Wesleyan 10:00 A.M.
9/23 Bethel (A) 1:00 P.M.
9/26 Davenport (A) 4:00 P.M.
9/27 Cornerstone (A) 10:00 A.M.

Volleyball
Schedule

9/19 Saint Francis 7:00 P.M.
9/20 Spring Arbor (A) 3:00 P.M.
9/26 Goshen 7:00 P.M.
9/27 Mount Vernon Nazarene 1:00 P.M.

Cross Country
Schedule

9/19 Indiana Intercollegiates
10/11 NAIA Preview

at home against Lawrence Tech (42) at 7 p.m.

during Wednesday’s match

Waskom, Lamping shine in
Battle of Blackthorn
The men’s golf team finished
in fifth place on Saturday
DJ Lindquist
Contributor

At the Battle of Blackthorn on Saturday, the Taylor men’s golf team shot
a total team score of 306 to finish in
fifth place.
The top two finishers for the Trojans were freshmen Nick Waskom and
Mitch Lamping with 74-75 and 71-78
finishes, respectively. The two tied for
sixth with scores of 5-over-par. Both
freshmen were glad to contribute in
a major way and hope that with hard
work, they can continue to contribute in this way.
“It is good to know that you are
contributing to the team in tournaments,” Waskom said. “There is still a
lot we need to improve on to be where

we want to be.”
Freshman Trey Turner and junior
Stefan Fahlen played for the Trojans
as well. Turner scored 81-77 to finish
32nd while Fahlen was +10, scoring
78-76 and tying for 18th place.
The team is also very pleased with
the senior leadership of captains
Grant Hall, Tucker Fahlen and Nate
Scheibe—especially their willingness
to lead by example.
“They show me how to be a good
teammate and provide good leadership,” Lamping said.
As the season progresses, the team
will emphasize playing with grit and
focusing on every shot within the
round. It realizes that in order to outplay the fierce competition to come, it
will need to improve not only its skills
but mental toughness.
“Obviously, you have to have the
physical skills to make good swings
and shoot good scores, but handling

failure and adversity is where great
players and great teams separate
themselves, so we talk about that
often,” said head coach Cam Andry.
“This is probably the best ball-striking team I’ve had in my four years
here at Taylor. We’re hitting more
greens in regulation than my teams
have in the past and that certainly
makes it easier to shoot good scores.”
As the end of the season approaches, the Trojans want to strive towards
greatness. They hope with the right
attitude and skillset, they can finish
atop the Crossroads League, after finishing second last year.
“The Crossroads League is far
stronger and more competitive this
year than it has been in any other
year since I’ve been at Taylor,” Andry
said. “There are legitimately five or
six teams who could claim the league
championship, but I believe we are
certainly in the conversation, and if
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Freshman Nick Waskom watches his ball in Saturday’s golf event

we continue to get better I think we
will have as good a chance as anyone.”
The Trojans travel to Michigan
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on Oct. 6-7 to participate in Arnie’s
Intercollegiate Invitational hosted
by Taylor.
Athlete of the Week

Adam Sauder

NEWS STORIES/
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MFSA Defensive Player of the Week
Year

Senior

Hometown

Leo, IN

Position

Safety

Best Football memory

Playing Mafia with Coach Mitchell after beating St. Francis last year

Key Stat

Two consecutive Crossroads League Defensive
Player of the Week
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